INVOCATION: The Beloved Company of Heaven, All God Intelligences, Master Presence,
Come Now to Our Calling Forth as We Qualify the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Invincible
Power, Protection and Purity, the Violet Flame of Love to Life Into All outer conditions
around Us and Within the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and Its True Constitution and God AllPervading Government of All World Life and Affairs. We Ask for the Protection of Divine
Rights for the People of All Nations, the World’s People, the Preservation of Divine Freedom
that God has Given to All to Enjoy in Harmony and Happiness and Expand in Higher
Knowledge Within! We Ask for the Protection of The Divine Resources Constantly Blessing
All, the Divine Authority and Control of All Borders of Nations, All Truth to be Revealed and
the Divine Removal of All That Is iniquitous Within the World Nations which is held within
the mind, body, spirit and all miscreations where illusions continue to reside and mislead
the Peoples of this Beautiful Planet!
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR: Greetings Dear Ones, I Am pleased to See that these
communications have stuck a chord within those Who have been picking up the Telepathic
Infusion of the Impressions that We have been sending each of you! So let Us get straight
down to the God Business at hand! Good morning Peter, how did you get on with My request
before we took a break from the last Communique?
PETER: I do not feel that I slept much, and as I do not have a copy of any bible here in the
house, I could not review the Book of Genesis as part of your request. Sorry! But I did sense
the importance of that which is being shared and so I am ready to continue where I left off
yesterday, if that is okay?
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR: I Understand Peter, I already Knew that you were unable to
consider the Book of Genesis further, but the request was not really for you, it was for your
Brothers and Sisters so as to trigger Their Hearts and Minds to the Self-Realization that Their
Parts within this Council ‘Runs Deep’, if I may use this term. There is no coincidence that each
of you herein the New Council Formation have Gathered Together to Provide the Impetus for
the Elemental Grace Alliance to Move Into its next Stage of Development. This was a Test of
sorts and so the TESTS will now become even Greater, in Accordance With Cosmic Law. For
how can any of you, or any of any other human beings, in businesses, organizations,
foundations or lightworker groups, if you have not entered the Electronic Forcefield of the
Creational Foundation and Formulas of Approach, if you are not in Balance with your Own
Masculine and Feminine Qualities and Virtues how can you truly move forward? You see, I
told you yesterday, and gave you the example of Helios and Vesta, which by the way was also
detailed in the EGA Book, on how to Create New Worlds. You may not be going to Create a
New Solar System just yet. Or are you? I smile, because Dear Souls, and the return of the
Elohim that You Are, is that not exactly what you are doing with the New Erthe?

So as the Teams of Masters, Priests and Sacred Scientists, is it not feasible even from the basic
of logical intellectual mind, that you must Remember the Processes and Cosmic Laws First,
before you can be put to the Ultimate Test? The Re-Creation of a totally dysfunctional, world
in chaos, where its people, who are represented there, from over 250,000 Star Planets,
Systems, Universes and Galaxies? You have even given it a New Name, The ‘I AM’ One World
Nation, have you not? So it can be seen as a fantastical illusionary visual, but I Am here to
Tell you, do not allow your human consciousness to fool you in believing that all this is too far
above your own capabilities or even beyond God’s Divine Love to have His and Her Sons and
Daughters to Create within His or Her Purity of Immaculate Conception! Thus, I bring this
back into focus as part of the need to complete your Re-Balancing of the Divine Masculine
and Feminine Energies.
So, Re-Writing the Book Of Genesis, is not an impossible task, for it is already Written, you are
just being asked to find the Connections within Yourselves, to find that Inner Cave where the
Scripts are Held, Protected and Cherished in the Sacred Vessel of the Holy Grail Repository
awaiting Your Arrival to hold in your Hands and Read, Translate and Scribe into Tomorrows
Languages of Light in Accordance with the New Consciousness of the ‘I AM’ One World Nation.
‘But how am I going to do that’? I Hear you ask. You will do this, and so much more by
practising periods of ‘asceticism’ as the Nazarenes did back in the time of Jesus and many
other Mystery Schools. Just like many religions do today, but in most cases today they do it
with the lack of awareness of what they are actually trying to achieve.
In Lars Muhl’s Book The Law of Light it says this about asceticism.
“Asceticism has many references and depending upon where one may be along their journey
it shall mean different things to them. Self-discipline, self-denial, strictness, moderation,
sobriety, self-restraint and self-resistance are just a few of the reason why one enters into a
state of asceticism. For the Nazarenes, these periods of 4, 7 or 40 days for self-discipline were
undertaken. The phrase ‘to walk for forty days in the dessert’ is originally the Aramaic
expression for finding a secluded place where one will not be disturbed and where the
conditions are optimal for the process of this practice to unfold.”
“The object of going out into the dessert was to consciously set oneself in an ‘unprotected
state’ and in that way to confront oneself with mental temptations and cleanse oneself of the
body’s impurities. This involved a cleansing process in which one fasted by drinking water and
eating only honey, aloe juice, dates, figs, avocadoes and olives. These foods were the only real
source in the days of Jesus, but you can use similar qualities of foods to attain the same Goal
if you wish. In this way, one heightens one’s senses and mental Energy Levels, which was
conducive to the ensuing Work with Visuals and Healing, not to mention the Creation of
Worlds!”
“The Sufis, describe the human being who is midway through life is a ‘full cup’ that needs to
be emptied. According to their viewpoint a human being enters an incarnation as a full cup of

the Purest and most Beautiful Silence and Wordless Wisdom. But very quickly, this is replaced
by noise and lessons. Until halfway through life, humans come to realise that the lessons have
become lies and the noise is unendurable. Then it is time to ‘empty the cup’!” End Excerpts
It is no surprize then Peter, that you have recently concluded a 7-day ascetic journey where
you were able to touch parts of yourself that you felt you had lost!
But We digress!
Peter, I stand back now to give you the opportunity to present your thoughts and Proposal
here, Thank you!
PETER: To carry on from yesterday I wish to first include this excerpt from a Serapis Bay
Discourse about the Fukushima Clean-up, which brought to Light a Reflective comparison to
the Proposal 2 in particular, ‘Removal of the Powerful Life Streams That Control Human
Malevolence’; which by the way we are yet to complete that Petition for its Grant to Initiate,
which could also become part of this Overall Love In Action.
‘Cleaning Up The Radiation Caused By The Failure At Fukushima And The Releasing Of The
Elementals Trapped And Separated From Their Divine Purity - Part 2 - Serapis Bey, 13th April
2017’.
“I Call Forth Beloved Chohan Serapis Bey to continue with our Discourse. Bless You.
“Good day Dear Souls, I Am here and ready to continue where we left off yesterday. Today I
am going to tell you something that potentially will sit you on your humanness, for the thought
of such things from a human perspective, really does not compute. However, sometimes the
Truth is hard to chew and it can take some time before the reality of such Truth comes to bear!
“This is a time for Truth and sometimes Truth is not popular, just like the Christ Letters. What
I Am about to share may create a great deal of resistance. But nevertheless, I am asking you
Peter, to follow My Lead, and Trust what I am going to say and then share it, with due
diligence.
“I wish to set a scene, with regards to the aspect of nuclear fission, which has led to the result
of where it is today. It is all now part of the history of the planet, that began with Albert
Einstein’s discovery of his work around the famous equation E=mc2 in 1902. History will tell
you of all of Albert Einstein’s discoveries, but what it does not tell you, is what laid behind his
discovery for the splitting of the atom, that resulted with the manufacture of the first atomic
bomb within the framework of the Manhattan Project established in the USA in 1942.
“The decision to manufacture a nuclear bomb of this magnitude of releasing such enormous
levels of energy, that would destroy vast amounts of property, was made as a result of the
attack on Pearl Harbour in 1941. In July of 1945, the first test was carried out and then as it
was successful, the first bomb dropped upon human beings was at Hiroshima in August,
followed by the one in Nagasaki.

“In the time of Albert Einstein, a very old soul with an incredible mind for quantum theories,
he had displayed through his theorizing relativity and was making huge advances in statistical
mechanics. Some of his achievements had already produced the Photon Theory of Light, the
establishment of mass energy concepts and all were upholding Unified Field theories. He
sought those aspects of Natural Laws and the Principles he discovered reflected stability and
potentiality for very powerful contributions to mankind.
“Before I tell you the next part of this story, you must understand that the discovery of the
splitting of the atom through the equation E=mc2 could not have happened without the Direct
Permission from the Karmic Board of Directors. This was necessary, like all world events within
an Evolving Planetary System, to save unnecessary and potentially prevent long term effects
that could turn the tides of another Evolutionary Plan to fail.
“Already within this Universe, atomic weaponry had led to the destruction of Planet Maldek,
which Shekinah discussed in His Address in the first round of the EGA Discourses, and so there
was great concern and deliberation by the Board to Protect an event that they could foresee
from their positions of Their ‘All Seeing Eyes’ from happening again! There was a choice that
had to be made; to allow humanity to play out their own evolution or intervene and offering
a sliding door situation that could turn out for the better rather than the worst. Even though
initially the result would be seen as a catastrophe that would kill thousands upon thousands
of innocent lives.
“The Second World War for America was a time in their history that was a ‘dark night’ for this
country. At the time, America was in a position of being totally overthrown by the then world
powers, being Germany and Japan. Had America been overthrown, then the whole Divine
Plan could have fallen into deeper world chaos and disarray, setting a whole new paradigm of
world problems to overcome. The Evolutionary Plan for Humanity and Mother Earth, did not
have that time available to allow that potential here. A balancing event, had to be found to
prevent Germany and Japan not to conquer the USA, which would have led to Canada and
South America as well.
“It was the attack on Pearl Harbour that turned the tides against America and this warranted
some drastic actions which the Karmic Board of Directors had to deliberate upon for the
Greatest Good of All Concerned.
“And so, in accordance with Universal Law and the Principles of the 4th Ray, Harmony through
Conflict, the decision was made to allow Albert Einstein to set the wheels in motion for such a
weapon to be eventually made manifest for use against the aggressors of that future time.
Even though further devastating potentials could occur as a result. Of course, Albert knew
nothing of why he discovered the Equation, that never entered his consciousness. To him, it
was just a natural progression of his work to date!
“The choice to introduce this potential was one made between the reality of two evils!
America being overthrown and losing its Power and Position as the future New JerUSAlem in

the overall Divine Plan, or that of the further development and use of atomic power against
other world nations in any further possibilities of acts of war!
“No Hierarch, especially the Karmic Board of Directors, are for war, or destruction or loss of
life. However, there is also that side of God’s Creations that through Divine Universal Laws
State, that Freedom is a God Given Right and so from time to time it necessitates actions
that secure God’s Freedom. This Law was shared when Jesus said, “and fear not them who
kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul. But rather fear the one who can destroy both
body and soul in hell”.
“So in the Judication of the Karmic Board of Directors, it was decided that it was necessary to
allow such loss of life that did not lose the soul! Rather than having the mass loss of life and
Spirit of a Nation that would also lose Its Soul.
“In this case, The Board was hopeful, as best They could be, that humanity of all nations would
use nuclear power through fission for peaceful means, and not to harm, pollute or store the
nuclear wastes, that would create cataclysmic situations in the future.” End Excerpt
As we review this Discourse and note the Cosmic Law that provides the Guidance to
engage under extreme circumstances, I am sensing that the ‘Removal of the Powerful Life
Streams That Control Human Malevolence’, due to the present state of the world affairs,
especially now with the covid virus and vaccine rollout and the attempt of the dark forces to
use these to finally take over the masses of humanity, along with the Surveillance of 5G and
6G using many means of control through device addictions where the Universal ‘Law of
Freedom’ is a God Given Right, this action to remove those lifestreams, does appear to
warrant these actions that secures Humanity’s Freedom to enjoy God’s Freedom in His, Her
Similitude and Image.
These Discourses are showing the potentials and reasonings behind such introspection
and reflecting on just when would it be necessary to intervene and where the laggard
conscious will not surrender, they simply have to be corralled by their own miscreations
and allowed to complete their own creation upon another planet that has been created
and designed to continue to serve them in Accordance with Cosmic Law. Is this that
time?
I close my sharing, Thank You!
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR: Bless You Peter! Indeed!
As you all will Know by now, it is not required for you to do anything regarding such a Proposal,
however, We cannot do anything regarding this Proposal until Human Beings upon Ground
Zero, who have sufficient Resonance and Knowledge of the Cosmic Laws Give Us Their
Permission to Execute such a Proposal. The how, why or when is not your Responsibility, that
Responsibility is Ours and Ours Alone! That is not to say that You, or Part of You is not over
on this side of the Veil, for the Truth is, now that you have torn the Veils apart you are Indeed
on both sides of the Veil! But it is Your Duty, Your Obligation, nothing more other than to
follow the Cosmic Laws, to Ground the Laws into the Physical Plane through your Physical
Bodies and the more Pure those Bodies are, the Deeper the Grounding and the Easier to Move

Forward in Even Greater Manifestations. Can you now see why these Discourses have taken
the directions that they have?
This is not about the vast numbers of human beings knowing, or even taking part in these
Initial Stages of the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation, it is about the Preparations and Initiations
for the New Structural Platforms, that will then become the rest of Humanity’s
Responsibilities later, to Engage and Build upon the Rock of Divine Consciousness that the
New Churches of the New Golden Age of the 7th Ray, will be Built! Humanity must have
Structures and Formulas of Approach already made manifest and in place within the New
World, to move into, before they can align and adopt them as the replacements of all the old
systems and programs of today’s that are flawed, inhibited, defective, debilitated,
unfunctional and unfit world of affairs as they collapse into the extinction of illusions, lies and
untruths.
I believe I have given much to contemplate Dear Brothers and Sisters and will now step aside
for Others to Come forward to continue these Intimate, Informal yet All-Pervading
Communications.
I Am The Great Divine Director
BENEDICTION: Beloved ‘I AM’ We Praise Life and Its Infinite Blessings upon mankind and
the World. We Give Gratitude to the Divine Immortal Existence of the Divine
Consciousness. ‘I AM’ Master of Everything in the Universe by the Divine Purity of Love,
and the Peace which ‘I AM’ and That is Power Without Limit. And So, It Is! As Above, So
Below, As The Soul, So The Human Life. ‘I AM’ The Light that Never Fails’.

